Editorial

THE NEXT LEVEL IS HERE…

In 2010, Drs Kim Harmon and Fran
O’Connor penned a BJSM editorial “Musculoskeletal ultrasound: taking sports medicine
to the next level,” describing a structured
AMSSM curriculum and supportive courses
such as preconference offerings that have
become a highlighted feature of annual
AMSSM meetings.9 A decade later, it is
fair to say that the ‘next level’ has certainly
been attained, with an expanded curriculum
supported by a growing field of qualified
faculty and a rich repository of freely accessible resources (AMSSM online material). A
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Sport is commonly positioned as an antidote to adverse childhood experiences,
including neglect and psychological,
physical and sexual abuse.1 However,
a growing number of well-
publicised
cases firmly establish athlete abusei as
a significant threat to modern sport.2
i

Terminology varies. For ease, we use the
word ‘abuse’ to summarise all forms of
interpersonal violence (or ‘non-a ccidental
violence’) in sport, including neglect, as
well as psychological, physical and sexual
harassment and abuse. This decision was
made by expert panel consensus, and
with reference to three sources: Terminology Guidelines for the Protection of
Children from Sexual Exploitation and
Sexual Abuse Adopted by the Interagency
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Entrenched and pervasive, all forms of
abuse can have severe consequences,
both for athletes who are directly victimised and their sports organisations.2
But there may be stakeholders for whom
the effects of abuse are less obvious:
observers of abuse and the athletic
community as a whole. It is important
that the sports and exercise medicine
(SEM) community conceptualise athlete
abuse as community trauma; while
these events occur in close interpersonal
contexts, their impacts span beyond
individuals to the entire sports community. Not only do the effects of abuse
manifest in individuals’ health and well-
being, but they also influence relational
health among community members,
team performance and institutional
climate. Therefore, SEM must prioritise primary prevention in data-driven
models of athlete abuse management.
Not accounting for observer harm risks
underestimation of the true toll abuse

Working Group in Luxembourg, 9 Mercy
JA et al, 10 Mountjoy M et al. 11
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procedures as essential (prioritised), desirable
(advanced) or optional (aspirational), and the
formal inclusion of an acute sports trauma
evaluation to aid critical decision-making.
In one of a number of appendices, milestones are suggested to assess competency. These milestones now recognise the
importance of identifying pathology and
performing procedures, and also generating
a detailed and accurate report. A useful
example of an objective structured clinical
examination for the assessment of trainees is
also included.

Editorial

VICARIOUS AND SECONDARY TRAUMA
IN SOCIETY AND IN SPORT

Vicarious traumatisation (VT) and
secondary traumatic stress (STS) are
terms that describe the individual-level
physiological and psychological effects
of witnessing trauma experienced by
another. Often used interchangeably,
VT refers to pervasive, permanent
alterations in cognitive schemas of
self, others, and the world, while STS
captures syndromic manifestations of
trauma that mimic post-traumatic stress
disorder.3 In animal trauma-
witness
models, the cognitive, emotional and
physiological effects of trauma are
nearly identical in socially defeated
subordinate rats (victims) and their
cage-mates (witnesses).4 VT/STS also
occurs in humans.5
Mental health, trauma and frontline
healthcare professionals are susceptible to VT/STS.3 The DSM-
5 definition of secondary trauma goes beyond
conventional direct or witnessed exposure to include vicarious traumas in the
form of repeated or extreme exposure
to aversive details, or learning about
traumatic events occurring to close
family, friends and affiliates.6 Closeness is a key concept. VT/STS is often
intensified in intimate social settings
where meaningful experiences are
shared by affiliates over time. Because
sports communities are tight-knit, VT/
STS might be more pervasive within
them, as parents, teammates, managers
and others may feel a strong connection to those who have been victimised.5 Furthermore, these observers’
empathy, through either bottom-
up
neural processing (directly sharing
others’ emotional states) or top-down
processing (intellectually understanding
the feelings of others),7 may facilitate
VT/STS in sport.3 5 7

INTEGRATING AN ONLOOKER-ASINJURED APPROACH WITHIN SPORT

Organisational drivers of athlete abuse
include win-at-all-costs cultures and
indoctrinated assumptions of gain
from pain.2 Onlookers’ inactions also
play a role.8 Time and again, we see
that when athletes first disclose abuse,
there were others who suspected and/or
knew. These observers—best classified
as bystanders (passive actors physically
present during the abuse) and enablers

(active actors with direct knowledge of
abuse who suppress and/or reject this
knowledge)—are complicit,8 facilitating
athlete abuse unconsciously or more
explicitly.
Various theories may explain but not
excuse bystander-
enablers’ behaviour,
including identification with the perpetrator, dislike of the victim-
survivor,
fear of ramifications, vested self-
interest, instinctual conflict avoidance
and more.8 Further, the power-driven,
money-driven
and
prestige-driven
milieu of many sport settings can also
encourage teammates, coaches, parents
and others to actively minimise athlete
victimisation. Traditionally painted
as unsympathetic characters willing
to imperil others,8 onlookers cannot
be assumed to ‘carry on’ as usual,
unharmed. They are also injured—
sometimes, to a catastrophic degree.3 5
Psychological costs of VT/STS include
feelings of guilt and shame while keeping
a secret, the erosion of social trust and
relationship/community breakdown. In
this way, athlete abuse goes far beyond
the primary survivor and does more
overall harm than previously considered by sports organisations, which
currently rely heavily on downstream
reporting-
response strategies. Integrating the experiences of those who
observe foul-
play into abuse prevention and management models demands
that primary prevention be prioritised,
while secondary and tertiary responses
are also supported.

and skills to decrease risk may be apt.
Tertiary prevention measures that mitigate chronic post-
trauma symptoms
may take the form of laws holding
onlookers and institutions accountable,
decreasing the possibility of further
abuse. These approaches may better
protect the vulnerable, enhance team
bonds, challenge toxic power imbalances and unite sports communities to
confront this issue head-on.2 8 Furthermore, team clinicians who suspect or
become aware of athlete abuse have a
duty of care to the victim and to those
with secondary associations and knowledge of the incident, including teammates. As trauma-related clinical tools
are brought into SEM settings, SEM
clinicians’ capacity to confidently assess
psychological impact and refer appropriately will increase.
If secondary trauma remains understudied in sport, the extent of damage
will remain underappreciated, and
potential athletes in peril will continue
along the proverbial conveyor belt to
outcomes that force survivors and their
communities to cope with negative
health and personal consequences.3 5
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SEM COMMUNITY CALL TO ACTION

Abuse weighs everyone in sport down
to varying degrees. Thus, abuse must
urgently be positioned as a shared
burden for all. An onlooker-as-injured
approach justifies the development of
primary prevention strategies to deter
direct and vicarious/secondary trauma.
These could include bystander training
to raise awareness of assault (so that
observers know it when they see it) and
dismantle myths about assault, training
to augment psychosocial capacities that
promote resilience (support-
seeking,
emotion regulation), efforts to reduce
the stigma of assault, and positive reinforcement programmes to improve
organisational culture. Secondary and
tertiary prevention to prevent short-
term and long-
term harm are also
important. Given the team-
oriented
nature of sport, group-level secondary
interventions that address early post-
trauma symptoms and build resources
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takes on all stakeholders in sports
communities—and on sport itself.
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Highlights from the American Medical
Society for Sports Medicine position
statement on responsible use of
regenerative medicine and
orthobiologics in sports medicine
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Musculoskeletal conditions including
osteoarthritis and chronic tendinopathies are leading causes of pain and
disability worldwide. The emergence of
novel regenerative therapies, referred
to as orthobiologics, has led to promising interventions which may reduce
pain
and
improve
function.
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Orthobiologics are biological substances
intended to enhance healing and alter
the natural course of orthopaedic
disease.1 2 Despite growing experience,
the field remains under-researched with
inconsistent evidence; yet increasing
enthusiasm has permitted overexuberant, sometimes inappropriate use
with proliferation of misinformation
among both providers and patients.
An American Medical Society for
Sports Medicine (AMSSM) position
statement was developed to help sports
medicine physicians make informed and
responsible decisions about the role of
regenerative medicine in their practice.3 The statement contains relevant
terminology, review of basic and clinical science, ethics, regulations and best
practices for considering regenerative
medicine in clinical practice (figure 1).
The statement seeks to educate physicians regarding a broad and emerging
discipline and is not an endorsement
by AMSSM of any specific product or
procedure.

REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
TERMINOLOGY

Regenerative medicine is rapidly
growing with terms and definitions yet
to be standardised. While originating
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with stem cell discovery and translation, regenerative therapies, of which
orthobiologics is but one category, are
no longer a single platform technology.
Rather, they now encompass a heterogeneous collection of biological sources
with varying activity that hold the
potential to transform human health.
Common orthobiologics employed in
research and clinical practice are being
conflated under the umbrella of ‘stem
cell’ therapy in a manner detrimental
to progress and confusing to patients
and the public. 4 To establish common
understanding, the position statement
defines frequently used regenerative
sports medicine terms and therapies
such as mesenchymal stem (stromal)
cells (MSC), platelet-r ich plasma (PRP),
bone marrow aspirate concentrate
(BMAC), adipose tissues and allogeneic products harvested from perinatal
sources while advocating future scientific communications adhere to standards laid out by expert consensus. 3 5

SUPPORTING LITERATURE

Regardless of their label, several studies
demonstrate potential for orthobiological treatments to relieve pain and/
or promote healing without necessarily
functioning as building blocks for tissue
regeneration.6 Instead, other mechanisms (eg, anti-
inflammatory, immunomodulatory and paracrine) have
been proposed whereby heterogenous
collections of cells, only some of which
are MSCs, function as messengers that
secrete a range of restorative mediators,
cytokines and other biologically active
factors that promote native host cell
responses.7 8 Despite progress in elucidating molecular mechanisms of repair,
it has been challenging to translate in
vitro findings into clinical outcomes.
The statement reviews the most widely
used first generation therapies like
PRP, BMAC and adipose while emphasising that with the exception of PRP
to treat arthritic knee pain and certain
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